Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles (1781-1826) was an extraordinary man. A hard working official of the East India Company, he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Java and later of Bencoolen\(^2\) on Sumatra. As well, he was a scholar, whose *History of Java*\(^3\) earned him a knighthood, and a naturalist who was a co-founder of the London Zoo. He is, however, better known as the founder of Singapore. Since the first book-length biography of Raffles appeared in 1897,\(^4\) he has been the subject of more than sixteen biographical works. All of these, bar H. F. Pearson’s *This Other India*,\(^5\) eulogize Raffles, carefully crafting him into a seemingly unassailable hero.

\(^1\) This paper was presented to the 17th Biennial Conference of the Asian Studies Association of Australia in Melbourne 1-3 July 2008. It has been peer reviewed via a double blind referee process and appears on the Conference Proceedings Website by the permission of the author who retains copyright. This paper may be downloaded for fair use under the Copyright Act (1954), its later amendments and other relevant legislation.

\(^2\) Now called Bengkulu


In the first part of this paper I examine how Raffles has been manufactured into a hero, and in the second consider why, and then the consequences of this valorisation. I suggest that four techniques have been interwoven to construct the image of a hero: a rags to riches story has been invented; some facts have been exaggerated and others minimized, usual happenings have been re-cast as unusual and Raffles has been glorified at the expense of others.

The rags to riches approach was an attribute of many Victorian biographies which told the story of a boy from a poor background who rose against all odds to achieve high status. In these stories, the path to success was hard, strewn with obstacles to be overcome. The hero would encounter hostile opponents eager to see him fail, but he would vanquish his enemies. Fate would strike him cruel blows: he would be spurned, but he would remain a hero.

To fit into this scenario, Raffles’ middle-class background was down-graded to a penniless one, brought about by a debt-ridden father. Without evidence, biographers then described how Raffles was denied a complete education, alleging he had to leave school early and accept a menial job to support his impoverished, widowed mother and large family.

Much of that is romanticized fiction. Raffles’ father was the experienced captain of a West Indiaman regularly sailing on the Jamaica run until his unexpected death there in 1797. The family rented a ‘genteel substantial dwelling house’, at number 10 Camden
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7 Boulger, p. 29; Coupland, p. 6; Collis, p. 23
11 *The Times*, Saturday, May 10, 1800, p. 4
Street, in Islington, North London, indicating the family was enjoying an above average standard of living until at least mid-1800.

Furthermore Raffles had left school in 1795, two years before his father’s death. At that time his mother was not penniless, nor a widow; nor was the family large for those times, comprising Raffles and his four sisters. Biographers made much of the fact that Raffles had left school by the age of fourteen. For Raffles to have remained at school until he was nearly fourteen was an exception. Public education had not yet been introduced and middle-class families sent their sons to private schools or ‘grammar schools’ where admission was usually through patronage. Raffles attended the well-known Mansion House Boarding School, run by Dr Anderson where a number of other famous men were educated. It should be remembered that even in the early 1800s, education remained the preserve of the minority, while in London in the 1820s, a large number of children were working in factories, or were in service, from the age of six.

Raffles’ first job as an ‘extra clerk’ at East India House was described as lowly and hence another hurdle to be overcome, but biographers have overlooked the circumstances of acquiring such a post. Fourteen was the common age at which a youth was appointed as a clerk by the East India Company. Clerkships were highly sought after, applicants being accepted only through patronage. Raffles was privileged to get one foot in the doorway.
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15 This post was created in the late 1700s to help deal with the increased work load at East India House. The clerks performed the most basic clerical tasks. H. M. Boot, "Real Incomes of the British Middle Class, 1760-1850: The Experience of Clerks at the East India Company," *The Economic History Review* 52, No. 4 November 1999. p. 638
Raffles fared better than his contemporary, Charles Dickens, who from the age of twelve, worked a ten-hour day in a factory earning just over £15 per year.\textsuperscript{17} Raffles earned at least twice that,\textsuperscript{18} and after being confirmed as a permanent clerk in 1800, he would have earned at least £80 per year.\textsuperscript{19} This was a good salary as most civil servants were then earning between £40 and £80,\textsuperscript{20} and refutes claims that his family was impoverished. In stark contrast, in 1794, a male clay worker in the town of Castle Cove, earned 10/-\textsuperscript{21} per week, while one widow, supporting four daughters earned 3/6 per week.\textsuperscript{22} That was impoverishment.

Biographers described how, after a long day’s toil, Raffles would stay up late studying. Such self-education was not unique to Raffles but was practised by other ambitious young men in the late 1700s. From this, emerged the ubiquitous tale that his mother in her dire poverty, resented the cost of candles Raffles used in his late night reading. The story originated from a letter Raffles had written to his cousin in which he had commented that one time, his mother had complained about his using a candle in his room.\textsuperscript{23} This incident has been embellished by biographers to emphasise the family’s poverty and Raffles’ determination to push himself above it. It is worth noting that expenditure on candles was low in household budgets: much more expensive was the coal\textsuperscript{24} needed to heat rooms on chilly London nights.

Secondly, biographers used both exaggeration and minimization to inflate Raffles’ image. Just as heroes performed extraordinary acts so did Raffles, according to his hagiographers. Boulger first described how Raffles not only dictated to two clerks
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simultaneously, but, at the same time wrote 200 letters a day in his own hand.\textsuperscript{25} That means Raffles would have to write seventeen letters per hour, every hour, for twelve hours: non-stop. Considering the time taken to compose thoughts, coupled with the logistics of writing with a quill pen, that does not seem possible.

Furthermore, according to Boulger, Raffles rose through his hard work and efforts alone - owing ‘nothing to favour or fortune’.\textsuperscript{26} Boulger had quoted these words from Raffles’ letter to his cousin, accepting them as true, without taking into account Raffles’ predilection for bending the truth. However, ‘favour’ secured Raffles his job at East India House and, more significantly, his posting to Penang in 1805. This promotion to assistant secretary to the Governor rocketed his salary from £100 per year to £1,500:\textsuperscript{27} this was a most singular rise in fortune. It was through the patronage of Lord Minto, the Governor-General of India, that Raffles was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Java, at the young age of thirty. And it was Minto who later secured Raffles the post of Resident at Bencoolen, and later arranged for Raffles to retain the glorified title of Lieutenant-Governor.

In contrast to exaggeration, Raffles’ laudatory biographers economized with the truth to maintain his integrity. Raffles’ dubious dabbling in land sales in Java,\textsuperscript{28} selecting the best allotments in Singapore for his family and friends,\textsuperscript{29} and favouring his avaricious brother in-law William Flint in Singapore,\textsuperscript{30} were generally omitted or rationalized. His supplying of forced labour to his friend Alexander Hare in Borneo\textsuperscript{31} which ran counter to Raffles’ stand on slavery was not revealed.

\textsuperscript{25}Boulger, pp. 251-2
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\textsuperscript{29}Charles Buckley, \textit{An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore}, Kuala Lumpur, University of Malaya Press, 1965. p. 56
\textsuperscript{31}Syed Hussein Alatas, \textit{Thomas Stamford Raffles, 1781-1826: Schemer or Reformer?} Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1971. pp. 34-8
When Raffles disagreed with others, his biographers invariably portrayed Raffles as being in the right: everyone else was wrong and accused of acting out of spite, jealousy, meanness or vindictiveness. Men including Colonel Gillespie, Colonel Bannerman, Major Robison and Major Farquhar were vilified.\(^{32}\) For example, Wurtzburg ridiculed Robison as ‘a miserable, spiteful creature, wholly irresponsible and unfitted for any major degree of authority’.\(^{33}\) This hardly correlates with accounts of Robison’s 25-year meritorious military career in which he attained the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, was mentioned in despatches, and made a Companion of the Bath.\(^{34}\)

Thirdly, to add to the concept of hero, usual happenings were recast as unusual, and their significance thus distorted. Biographers praised Raffles for actions they saw as innovative, but, which often reflected the implementation of East India Company policy or expectations. Raffles was greatly commended for learning Malay on his voyage out to Penang in 1805, but the acquisition of a local language was already expected of young men being sent out to India.\(^{35}\)

Raffles’ much lauded plan of educating local people in his planned Malay College, was not a new idea.\(^{36}\) Other East India Company officials had set precedents with Warren Hastings establishing a Muslim College in Calcutta in 1781,\(^{37}\) and Lord Moira founding a Hindu College in 1816.\(^{38}\) Neither was Raffles’ decision to establish Singapore as a free trade port the visionary new concept his biographers proclaimed: Penang had been founded as a free port in 1786, and for the same reasons: to entice trade into the port and away from Dutch ports.

\(^{32}\) For example see Boulger, pp. 235-7; 361-2; Collis, pp. 142, 199-200; Coupland, p. 95; Hahn, pp. 305, 496-8; 537; Wurtzburg, pp. 59-60, 342-44, 594-6, 622, Wurtzburg, p. 345

\(^{33}\) Wurtzburg, p. 345
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Fourthly, Raffles was glorified at the expense of others. This exemplified in the naming of the giant flowering plant, the Rafflesia *Arnoldi*. Barley, Collis and Hahn[39] accorded Raffles all the credit for discovering the flower, Hahn even commenting that its name did not need explaining.[40] But it did. Even Boulger had said that credit for the discovery ‘should be shared between Raffles and his medical assistant and naturalist, Dr Joseph Arnold’.[41] To describe scholarly Dr Arnold as a ‘medical assistant’ was demeaning, and still misrepresented what had happened. Dr Joseph Arnold was the flower’s discoverer,[42] or rather, neo-discoverer, as the plant was known to the local people. It was after Dr Arnold suddenly died of fever, that Raffles added to Arnold’s notes and sent off a paper to the Linnean Society. There, Robert Brown decided to name the new genus Raffles, and this particular variety *Arnoldi*, ingenuously contending that if Arnold had lived, that is the name he would have chosen for the plant.[43]

Furthermore, Colin Clair alleged that Raffles had established the London Zoo, neglecting his collaboration with Sir Humphry Davy.[44] Collis, Coupland and Egerton[45] failed to mention that Raffles was not the sole founder of the Singapore Institution: it was planned with Reverend Morrison as an amalgamation of his Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca and Raffles’ projected Malay College.[46]
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It is also in the narratives of the founding of Singapore that we see Raffles over-glorified at the expense of another man. Facts were replaced by factoids as Raffles’ hagiographers treated Major William Farquhar, the first Resident and Commandant of Singapore, in an unscholarly manner. Raffles was proclaimed the man solely responsible for the selection of Singapore as a potential British base; he was accorded the credit for Singapore’s early survival and success, including the pioneering work which had been carried out by Farquhar. Without evidence, Farquhar was derided as weak, lazy and incompetent.

Boulger initiated the trend by declaring that Farquhar’s ‘incapacity and imbecility’ made him ‘unequal to the task of Resident’ at Singapore, views echoed by Hahn and Wurtzburg. In 1966 Collis, in the most recent biography, reiterated a similar view, alleging that Farquhar thought he could administer Singapore ‘in the same easygoing, dilatory, haphazard way’ he had run Malacca. It is hard to reconcile these accusations with the counter evidence that exists in the East India Company’s Singapore Factory Records. But for biographers to highlight Raffles’ role in the founding of colonial Singapore, they needed to commensurately reduce Farquhar’s involvement.

To ensure Raffles’ actions were seen beyond reproach, his hagiographers glossed over his illegal dismissal of Farquhar from his posts, implying that Farquhar’s actions had left Raffles with no alternative. Wurtzburg conceded that Raffles had overstepped his powers in dismissing Farquhar, a sharp contrast to Mary Turnbull who considered Raffles’ action as perhaps the ‘shabbiest episode in his career’, words which were repeated by John Bastin. Not a hint of that criticism emanates from the works of Boulger, Coupland, Egerton, Hahn and Collis, none of whom gave an objective evaluation of Farquhar’s Memorial. Instead, Hahn dismissed the Memorial as comprising the ‘wildest
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accusations’, while Collis glossed over the episode writing simply that Raffles had ‘some bother with Farquhar’ who was ‘a trying old person with a grievance, and ‘rather muddled and very obstinate’.56

At the end of his life, Raffles was depicted as a hero spurned. The usually generous Company refused to grant him a pension. Instead, after examining his financial returns, they presented the sick man with a bill for £22,272, alleging irregularities in his returns over the past twenty years. Raffles’ report justifying his accounts did not alter their decision. This raises the interesting question of why the Court of Directors treated Raffles so harshly when they were so generous towards lesser officials.57 The real motives behind the Company’s actions were not investigated by most biographers.58

When Raffles died in July 1826, his biographers lamented the death of a man cut off in his prime. This was not the case. Although Raffles died the day before his 45th birthday, he had survived the epidemics and diseases that carried off his younger friends: John Leyden and Joseph Arnold at the age of thirty-six, William Jack at twenty-seven and Raffles’ brother-in-law Robert Hull aged thirty-one. Back in Britain, the life expectancy in 1826 was only forty years.59 All considered, Raffles lived longer than many contemporaries, especially those who had served in the East.

Having looked at some of the ways in which material was manipulated to create Raffles into a hero, one must ask why Raffles was elevated to this status. From the 1820s, Raffles’ achievements had been enough to warrant him an entry in biographical dictionaries and encyclopaedias. These had emphasised his role as an administrator,

55 Hahn, pp. 537-8
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57 For example, Tommy Bye, an ordinary clerk at East India House who was dismissed after 36 years’ service and granted a pension of £100 per year, had this increased to £300 on appeal. Bowen, p. 148. In 1809, the pension of Benjamin Lacam, a lower ranking official than Raffles, was raised from £600 to £1,000 on appeal, with his wife to receive £600 should he die. ‘Debates at East India House’, Asiatic Annual Register, 1811 vol. xi for 1809, pp. 222-4.
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naturalist and scholar.\textsuperscript{60} It was two juxtaposed events of the 1890s which propelled Raffles into heroic fame. In 1895, Demetrius Boulger who had hoped to write on Raffles, but had failed to find a publisher, met the Reverend Robert Raffles. As the great nephew of Sir Stamford, Reverend Raffles had long wanted Sir Stamford’s story to be told, and offered Boulger access to family papers. Re-inspired, Boulger took advantage of the second propitious factor: the current great enthusiasm for Queen and Empire.

Boulger’s seminal biography was released in 1897: the year of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee with its grandiose national and imperial celebrations.\textsuperscript{61} It was the perfect time to launch Raffles as a hero. The biography was in the style of the Victorian authors who pushed the theme of a romantic rise from poverty to fame and who tended to ‘gild the character of their hero and exaggerate their contributions’ as historian J. H. Plumb noted.\textsuperscript{62} The die was cast and this laudatory view of Raffles was seldom challenged by later biographers. As Malay scholar Syed Alatas rightly observed, they tended to ‘repeat a fund of common knowledge’.\textsuperscript{63} Unfortunately, they did so without questioning its veracity.

It seems that biographers were also too ready to accept Raffles’ own words at face value. Raffles was a master wordsmith who twisted the truth and used hyperbole to suit his agenda. Acutely aware of the influence wielded by powerful individuals, Raffles carefully crafted his letters to such people. His letter to Colonel Addenbroke\textsuperscript{64} of 10 June 1819, first quoted by Lady Raffles\textsuperscript{65} provided the basis for the future belief that Raffles was solely responsible for the selection and success of Singapore. Boulger, Egerton, Coupland and others quoted Raffles’ familiar boast of Singapore being ‘a child of my


\textsuperscript{61} \textit{The Times}, 23 June 1897. p. 9


\textsuperscript{63} Syed Hussein Alatas, \textit{Thomas Stamford Raffles, 1781-1826: Schemer or Reformer?} Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1971. p. 1

\textsuperscript{64} Formerly the equerry to H.R.H. Princess Charlotte, he was still influential at court.

\textsuperscript{65} Lady Raffles, \textit{Memoir of the Life and Public Service of Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, F.R.S}. pp. 379-382
own’ and his claim that had it not been for his Malay studies he would not have known that Singapore existed. Without comment, they cited Raffles’ false and self-aggrandizing further assertion that ‘not only the European but the Indian world was also ignorant of it’. However, Raffles had overlooked British maps marking Singapore, which dated to the 1760s, French charts from 1687 which showed the island, and the Dutch East India Company’s maps. It is inconceivable that Raffles had not encountered one of these charts, especially as he claimed to have plotted the new route from Malacca to Java which was followed by the invading British fleet in 1811.

Furthermore, the authenticity of some of Raffles’ letters, which biographers quote from Lady Raffles’ Memoir, is questionable. Unbeknown to most biographers, Lady Raffles had tampered with these letters - editing, and adding to suit her purpose, without advising the reader.

The ripple effect from misinformation contained in the valorisations of Raffles is worrying. Some other writers, accepting the biographies as reliable sources of information, have put their own spin on events, further distorting history. For example, the most recent scholarly work on Raffles repeats the myth of his poverty, alleging this caused Raffles’ early disenchantment with Christianity.

Sir Stamford Raffles’ biographers have done an excellent job in casting him as a hero. Other texts and Internet websites have unquestioningly accepted their conclusions, spreading a myriad of half-truths. However a closer scrutiny of Raffles’ biographies has
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revealed cracks in the great knight’s armour; Raffles’ achievements have been exaggerated; his faults concealed and his life story contrived to fit that of a hero.
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